
Sound Editing/Mixing via Audacity 

8th Grade, Raul Yzaguirre School for Success, Houston, Texas, U.S.A. [2010-2011] 

The students were tasked to work with an existing piece of music [public domain (free), downloaded 
from the Internet] to create their own sound … “Electronica”, “New Age”. They honed their skills with 
sound editing/mixing software as they became aware of these genres of music that artists/musicians are 
creating worldwide in academia and at the workplace. 

Electronica includes a wide range of contemporary electronic music designed for a wide range of uses, 
including foreground listening, some forms of dancing, and background music for other activities; 
however, unlike electronic dance music, it is not specifically made for dancing.  Genres such as techno, 
drum and bass, down tempo, and ambient are among those encompassed by the umbrella term, 
entering the American mainstream from “alternative” or “underground” venues during the late 1990s. 
Since the adoption of this genre in the 1990s to describe more underground music with an electronic 
aesthetic, elements of modern electronica have been adopted by many popular artists in mainstream 
music. [Wikipedia] 

New Age music is peaceful music of various styles intended to create inspiration, relaxation, and 
positive feelings while listening. Studies have determined that New Age music can be an effective 
component of stress management. The style began in the 1970s with the works. It was mostly 
instrumental with both acoustic and electronic styles. New Age music evolved to include a wide range of 
styles from electronic space music using synthesizers and acoustic instrumentals using Native American 
flutes and drums, singing bowls, and world music sounds to spiritual chanting from other cultures. 
[Wikipedia] 
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Tom R. Chambers 

Teacher, Technology Applications 

Junior Academy, Raul Yzaguirre School For Success 

Houston, Texas, U.S.A. 


